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ABSTRACT 
If the traffic offered to a delay system is 
greater than the number n of trunks, the mean 
number of calls which are present in the delay 
system grows continuously. When considering a 
delay system with non-preemptive priorities, 
the situation may be multifarious. If the traf
fic offered summed up for the highest priori
ties is less than n, the calls of these prior
ity classes 1,2, •.• 1 form a statio~a7Y tr~ff~c. 
Jalls of lower priority than the l~m~t pr~or~ty 
L (classes 1+1, ••• m) are added to the queue of 
~aiting calls. They cause the waiting traffic 
to grow. In ord'er to study the expectation val
aes for the number of waiting calls of priority 
classes 1 ••• k, it is assumed that all n trunks 
~re continuously occupied by calls of priority 
classes 1 ••• k. POISSON arrival of calls and ex
ponential distribution of holding times are as
sumed. 
~or priorities lower than 1, it follows that 
the mean number of waiting k-calls and their 
nean waiting times increase linearly with the 
time, until the traffic offered decreases to a 
value which is less than n. Then the "peak" of 
~aiting calls will be reduced gradually. Using 
the same assumption we find: At first the mean 
aumber of waiting 1-calls linearly decreases. 
rhis is done consecutively for all priorities. 
rhe mean waiting times decrease linearly, too. 
Nhen all expectation values of waiting calls 
~ave reached the stationary values which are 
valid for intervals, in which all trunks are 
busy, a second ebbing period follows. It is 
~ssumed that the mean number of calls, which 
~re present in the system, decreases exponen
tially to the ordinary stationary values. 
It must be admitted that this method can give 
but a rough approximation both of the time-de
pendent expectation values of the number ~f.oc
~upied waiting places, and of t~e mean wa~t~ng 
times. One special result, conf~rmed by s~mula
tion tests, is to be mentioned: A peak of wait
ing calls exists. In the following interval the 
total number of calls decreases. Nevertheless, 
the mean number of calls of low priorities in
~reases, and decreases only after a period of 
growing . 
ehis investigation was performed at the Univ~r-
3ity Stuttgart Germany when the author was w~th 
~he Institute of Switching and Data Techniques. 
[ should like to thank Professor Dr.-Ing. 
i. Lotze for interesting discussions and the 
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3earch Society) for the suppor~ grante~. . 
~urthermore I appreciate the k~nd perm~ss~on 
)f Direktor Dr. Thurn, BASF M-Gruppe, to at
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1 • INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Intervals of saturation 
In delay systems each call, which cannot occupy 
an outlet of the connecting system at once, is 
put to a waiting place. It is waiting until it 
can occupy a trunk. No waiting call leaves the 
queue before service. When the mean number of 
calls, which arrive during a unit of time, sur
passes the service capacity of the delay system, 
then the mean number of waiting calls grows 
continuously. The state probabilities of the 
system and the expectation value of the wait
ing times are no longer constant and station
ary, but they are time-dependent. This situa
tion was called "saturation" /5/. 
In real telephone connecting systems, the 
traffic offered does not remain constant du
ring long periods. Intervals with a ·high mean 
rate of incoming ' calls are followed by periods 
of smaller traffic offered. Therefore the queu~ 
does not grow beyond all limits, but it grows 
only as long as the traffic offered is large, 
and then it begins to decrease. 

1.2 Delay system without priorities 
In order to give the time-dependent expectation 
values, it is necessary to calculate the time- . 
dependent probabilitie~ p(x,t) that the total 
number of calls in the system will be x at time 
t. Exact solutions were given for the case of . 
POISSON input and exponential holding times. 
The formulae include series or integrals on 
BESSEL functions /1,2,9,11/ or integrals on 
trigonometric or TSCHEBYSCHEFF functions /4,9/. 
Most of the solutions consider 1 outgoing trunk 
/1,2,11/, others include the case of n trunks 
and full availability /4/. Some of these formu
lae are well suited for the growing 'queue, 
others are adapted fOT the decreasing queue. 
H. STORMER investigated the mean waiting times 
and the probabilities of delay, which a!e valid 
for the first call, the second etc.,. finally 
for the i-th call /15/. The . assumptions of this 
study were POISSON input, constant holding 
times and 1 outgoing trunk. 
An approxima~ion method was introduced by 
D.R. COX and ~L. SMITH for 1 outgoing trunk 
and general input and service time distribu
tions /3/. For the growing as well as for the 
decreasing waiting traffic they found a linear 
time-dependency. A similar method was described 
by J.M. ROBINS /10/. The corresponding formulae 
for POISSON input and exponential service times 
were deduced as limiting formulae for mean and 
variance by A.B. CLARKE and by other authors, 
too /2,11/. 

1. 3 Delay system wi th priorities 

Demands which are connected' from inlets to out
lets of an exchange are not of the same impor
tance. On account of their different importance 
and urgency, the calls may be arranged in pri
ority classes. Calls of higher priority take 
precedence when waiting. lhe operation of the 
delay system is specified by the following . 
rules: 



1. Calls having occupied a trunk are never in
terrupted, not even if calls of higher pri
ori ty must wait (nonpre-empti ve priority). 

2. Calls of higher 'priority queue up in front 
of calls of lower priority. 

3. The order of service is "first come - first 
served" or strict queueing within each pri
ority class. 

A first step to use an approximation method for 
the mean number o~ waiting calls was done by 
F.P. RAND~ZZO /8/. He calculated each final 
value ' at the end of a saturation period and 
used each of them, as if it were constant du-
ring the whole period. -
In this paper, the time-dependent expectation 
values of the number of waiting calls and of 
their waiting times" as well as their variances, 
are deduced for a delay system with nonpre
emptive priorities. The method introduced by 
D.R. COX and W.L. SMITH /3/ is used to obtain 
formulae for the growing and the decreasing 
queue. Examples are given in order to compare 
this approximation to results of ,simulation 
tests. 

1.4 Holding times and service capacity 
All calls belonging to any priority class have 
th.e same exponential probability distribution 
of holding times (respecti ve.ly service times). 
The holding times are mutually independent 
random variables. The mean holding time is to 
be unity. Thus, the time t is a normalized 
variable throughout this investigation. 
The trunk group of n trunks is fully available. 
The number of waiting places is as large as 
necessary, so that at any moment and at any 
state of the delay system each new call can 
occupy a free waiting ' place, i.e. a pure delay 
system is considered, and no call is lost. No 
call leaves the queue without service; there 
are no defections. 

1.5 The priorities and the traffic offered 
The priority classes are usually numbered 
k=1,2, ••• m according to decreasing urgency. 
Higher priorities correspond to smaller indices 
k. The system considered has m priority class
es. In the sequel calls of priority k will 'be 
termed k-calls /5/. The average number of k
calls arriving per unit of time is Ak , i.e. the 
traffic offered of priority k. For each priori
ty a distinct POISSON input is assumed. 

A(~k) = Ai + A~ + ••• + Ak (1) 

2. THE PERIOD OF SATURATION AND THE 
INCREASING NUMBER OF WAITING CALLS 

2.1 The basic assumption 
Let us suppose that all n trunks of the trunk 
group will be busy at time t=O. Moreover it is 
supposed that, from that time t=O, the traffic 
offered A(~k) of the priorities 1,2, •.. k will 
be much larger than . the mean number of occupa
tions which end during a mean holding time. 

A(~k) » n (2) 

Then the prObability, that at any moment after 
t=O a trunk is idle, is very small and may be 
ne'glected. 

The approximation is based on the assump
ti£n that during the whole interval, when 
A(-k»n, all n trunks are always occupied 
~y calls of the priorities 1,2, •.• k. (3) 

The approximation disregards, that a trunk 
might be free, or that a trunk might be occu
pied by' a call of lower priority, i. e. of any 
of the priority classes k+1, k+2, ••• m. The 
growing queue is treated in detail because the 
same formulae are valid for the decreaslng 
queue, too. 
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2.2 The rate of calls arr1v1ng and of 
occupations ending 

During an interval of length d, r new calls of 
the priori ties 1,2, •.•• k arrive and s occllpa- • 
tions .end. (Underlining indicates random varia
bles.) The ~ectation values and the ~iances 
are 

EXP .! A(~k). d (4) 
VAR .! A(~k) ·d (5 ) 
EXP ~ n· ·d ,( 6) 
VAR ~ n·d (7) 

2.3 The growing number of waiting calls 
The random .number of calls of the priorities 
1,2, ••• k, which are waiting at the time t, is 
called ~(t). From .(3) it follows 

~(t) ~(t-d) + ~ - ~ (8) 
where z(t-d) is the number of waiting calls at 
the beginnin~ of the interval d •. The waiting 
traffic Q(~k:t) of priorities 1 ,2, ••• k at time 
t is given by the expe'ctation value EXP z(O) 
at time 0 and by EXP rand EXP 's for an Inter-
val of length t: - -

EXP ~( ,t) = EXP ~(O) + A(~k)·t - n·t (9) 
The random variables r, s, and ~(O) are inde-
pendent of each other: - -

VAR ~(t) = VAR ~(O) + A(~k)·t + n·t (10)~ 
In order to check whether the waiting traffic 
grows linearl)' and whether i t .s standard devia
tion VVAR ~(t increases par~bolicly, we com-
pare the values calculatea from eqs. (9) and 
(10) to the results of a simulation, cf. fig. 
1. The programme written by Mrs. I. KUHNLE and 
the author is based on the time-true model /17/ 
or event-by-event simulation /16/. It is writ-
ten in ALGOL. With the AEG-Te~efunken computer 
TR4, it achieves a test speed of about 28 000 
to 90 000 calls per hour. 

z 
n = 20 
O't: .,=40 
o rest 

80 ~----~-----+----+-~--~~ 

60 ~----+----+..f--++-~-t-

20 t--t-+~r--7tf;--t----t----+-

o 2 3 " 
Fig. 1 The mean number of waiting 1-calls at. 
the time t, calculated for a traffic offered 

~
=40 to n=20 trunks. The initial conditions: 

a z(0)=3 waiting 1-calls (continuous curves), 
b stationary values, when A1=15 for t<O (dot
ted curves). The results of a simulation run 
are indicated by points encircled. 

~ 
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2.4 The limit priority 1 
If A(~k»n, the mean number of waiting calls, 
comprehending all calls of priorities from 1 
up to k, is not constant, but is growing. But 
for calls of priorities from 1 u p to 1 the 
stochastic traffic proce s s reaches 

stationarity, if A(~l) <n (11) 
but A(~1+1) ~n 

though the total traffic process of all calls 
of. arbi ttary prio!'i ty classes does not reach 
stationarity /e.g. 2,10,11/. The inc r ease of 
queue length results, on the average , only from 
less urgent calls of priorities 1+1, 1+2, •.. m. 
But the mean numbers of calls (k=1,2, ... 1) 
which are present in the trunk group o.c in the 
queue line are independent of time . 

2.5 The waiting calls of prioritie s 1,2, ..• 1 
The mean number of waiting calls of priorities 
1 ,2, ••• k is 

A(~k~ 
n-A(~ ) . E 

The probability of delay and of blocking is 

E 1 because of A(~m»n (13) 
The probabilities that the r e are z waiting 
calls of priorities 1,2, ••• k 

PROB(~=z) (14) 

form a geometric probability distribution. 
Therefore the variance of the random number of 
waiting calls of priorities 1,2, •.• k is 

VAR z, = n+A(~k) .A(~k) · E _ [A(~k) l~E2.(15) 
- [n_A(~k)]2 n-A(~k) 

This equation was used to calculate the initial 
variance for t=O and ~=15 in fig. 1 (case b). 
For E=1, VAR ~ turns out to be 

VAR ~ n·A(~k) 

[n_A(~k)]2 
for k= 1 , 2 , ••• 1 
and A(~l)<n (16) 

In order to dimension a delay system and to 
determine the number of waiting places which 
are necessary, the interesting quantity is 
given by the number of waiting calls summed up 
from priority 1 to priority k. On the other 
hand, the grade of service of a queueing sy st.em 
is given by the waiting times, which must be 
calculated distinctly for each priority. For 
~hat, we quote the mean number of waiting k
calls, if stationarity is reached: 

n·Ak 
2k = [n-A(~k)].[n-A(~k-1)]· E . (17) 

2.6 The waiting calls of priorities 1+1, 
1+2, ••• m 

The waiting traffic Q(~k;t) at the time t is 
given by eq. (9) for k=1+1 and by eq. (12) for 
k=l. Therefore, the waiting traffic of priori
ty 1+1 seperately is 

2 l+1(t) = SH~1+1;t) -Q(~l) (18) 
= .Ql+1(0) + [A(~1+1 )-n]·t 

The waiting traffic ~riorities lower than 
1+1 is, cf. eqs. (1) and (9): 

Qk(t) =Q(~k;t)-2C~k-1;t) = ~(O)+Ak·t (19) 
All arriving k-calls (k=1+2, ••. m) increase the 
queue of waiting k-calls; on the average no one 
of these calls is served during the period of 
saturation. 
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2.7 The mean waiting time of 1-calls 
At first we investigate the special case that 
there exists no limit priority (1=0) - or, 
stated otherwise, A1 >n. In order to find the 
mean waiting time, we regard one single 1-
call which arrives just at the time t, cf. 
fig. 2. 

at ti~ t th~ 1-caU arri"," 
II--;------w(t) - .. , 

time ofihel-caU 

trunk n ~ __ ....j-+ __ "' __ 
If n-1~ __ ....j""" __ ""' __ 

'2 -+0--"' .. --+--1 ..... __ ----+ ..... __ 0+-__ 

considered 

= 
= 

beginn. of exc. no. 1 2 1 !(t) !Ct)+1 

arriv. time £ 21 22 -~ . . --2-
~-1 

t 

Fig. 2 A time chart which shows the random 
waiting time of one single 1-call 

The time interval from an arbitrary starting 
point to the next time, when any of the occu
pations in the trunk group ends, is the random 
time c. ·rhe time interval between two conse
cutive ends of occupations with numbers j and 
j+1 in the trunk group is ~j. Thus, the waiting 
time of the 1-call considered is 

!!(t) = .£ + ~1 + ~2 + ••• + ~Zm-1+ ~f(t) (20) 
The sum of the random variables-~j contains a 
random number z of terms. Its expectation value 
is EXP z . EXP b. If the holding times are ex
ponentially distributed, time intervals ~j and 
c follow identical exponential distributions. 

- EXP ~ EXP.£ ~ (21) 
1 ;r VAR ~ VAR .£ (22) 

The mean waiting time of an 1-call which ar~ 
rives at the time t is 

EXP wet) = t 1(t) = EXP *(t) + 1 (23) 
- w n 

This formula was used by A. LOTZE to derive 
the mean waiting time /6,7/. With eq~ (9) for 
k=1 we get 

t w1 (t) = EXP !(0)+1 + (:1 _ 1) " t (24) 

2.8 The variance of waiting times of 1-calls 
In order to determine the variance of the wait
ing times, one starts with the assumption, that 
the sum (20) consists of exactly z terms. The 
z random intervals between ends of occupations 
are independent from each other. Therefore, 
the variance is z·VAR b. Then, the variance of 
the sum with a random number z of t .erms is 
found to be -

~ 

VAR ~ ~j = EXP ~"VAR ~ + VAR ~"[EXP ~]2(25) 
j-i. 

Using this formula (25) together with eq. (20) 
the ~ariance of the waiting times of 1-·calls 
arriving at the time t is 

VAR wet) = 12"[EXP z(O) +1+VAR z(O) +2A1··t] 
- n - - ~26) 

for A1> n 



Again we compare the calculated values for the 
mean waitinf time twit) and its standard devia
tion VVAR ~ t) to the result·s of the same s imu
lation, which had been used for fi gure 1. 

tW1 

5 

4 

3 

2 

o 2 3 4 

Fig. 3 The mean waiting time and its standard 
deviation. See the notes given above 
at fig . 1 .. 

2.9 The mean waiting time of (1+1)-calls 

Now we consider the case that the stochasti c 
traffic process is stationary for priorities 
1,2, ..• 1. The mean waiting time during inter
vals of fully occupied trunk group i s obtained 
from 2k= Ak-twk with eq. (17) 

EXP ~ = t wk = [n-A(£k») [~-A(~k-1)] (27) 

for k=1 ,2, •.. 1 and A( ~l)<n 

On . the average, all calls of priorities 1,2, 
••• 1 will occupy the trunks . During gaps be
tween these occupations, some of the (1+1)
calls will seize a trunk. Now, t h e mean wai t
ing time for priority k =1+1 is deduced. On the 
average Al+fd calls of priority 1+1 arrive be
tween time 0 and d. The increase of queue 
length is on the average, cf. eq. (18) 

6QL+1( d) = .Ql+1( d) - ~t 0) = [A( ~1)+~+1-n]-d (28) 

On the average AL+fd -~Ql+1( d) calls of priority 
1~1 have occupied a trunk between time 0 and d. 

- < 
Al+fd - 6.2lH (d) = [n-A( =1)] . d 

As the jnterval between ends of occupations is 
1/n, on the average, n·d new occupations begin 
between 0 and d. During this interval, A(~l)·d 
occupations of priorities 1,2, •.• 1 start; the 
intervals between beginning times of these oc
cupations are 1/A(~1), on the average. The be
ginning times of the [n-A(~l)].d occupations of 
(1+1)-calls have an average distance of 
1 /[n-A(~l)] • 

Tne interval from an arbitrary starting p oint 
t to the first end of an occupation, when ·this 
trunk is seized by a waiting (1+1)-call, is 
called c; its unknown expectation value is 
EXP c. From fig. 4, it may be seen, that the 
random waiting time wet) of a (1+1)-call con
sists of the random Interval.£, and of Ql1;1(t) 
intervals be~ween beginning times of (1+1)
occupations. Hence 

Ql+1(t) 
EXP ~(t) = t w,L+1(t) = EXP c + n-A(~l) (29) 
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at time t the (1+1) -call consiC».-.cI arrivft 

Q'+1(t) is the 
mean number 
of wait. (l+1)-calls 
at time t 

: its waiting time ~(t) ------t 

mean number 
of wait.calls of 
priorities 1.2 •... l t=j 

trunk n 
" n-1 -+~I""-__ .... ~ .. 

1 
beginn.of(l+1)-occ. no. 
random intervals -r----f;r-t;===-===:;!==-

arrival time t 

Fig. 4 A time c.hart which shows the r andom 
waiting time of a (1+1)-call 

In order to determine the unknown value EXP c, 
we investigate the stationary waiting time -
t W•l +1 during a period of blocking, which is 
given by eq. (27). Introducing eq. (17) with 
E=1 into eq. (29), EXP c turns out to be 

• 

EXP .£ = t _ Q l+1- = n ( 30) • 
w,l+1 n-A (~l) [n-A (~1)]2 

FO, r the purpose of calculating the time-depen
dent mean waiting time, we introduce eqs. (9) 
and (30) into eq. (29) 

n Ql+1(0) A(~1+1 ) -n 
twli-1 (t) < t + <+ <.t 

, [n-A(=l)] n-A(=l) n-A(=l) 

( 31) 

2.10 The waiting times of calls of prio r ities 
1+2, 1+3, ••• m 

Because all trunks are continuously occupied 
by calls of priorities 1,2, ... 1+1, on the av
erage, all calls of priorities 1+2, 1+3, ..• 
m must wait as long as the traffic offered sur
passes the service capacity: A(~1+1»n. Then l 

the waiting times continue into the period 
when the peak of waiting calls will be reduced 
gradually. The time-dependent expectation 
v a lues during the interval of cutting down the 
peak are determined in the next section. 

3 . THE PERIOD OF CUTTING DOWN A BEAK 
OF WAITING CALLS 

3.1 The decreasing number of waiting 1-calls 

The origin t=O of the time scale is shifted to 
the beginning of the period considered . At t he 
time regarded t=o many 1-calls are waiting in 
front of the tot a lly occupied trunk group. It 
m~y be possible, that all n+~(O) occupations 
wlll be very short and t hat no new 1-call will 
arrive during the duration of these occupa-
tions. But we cons ider mean holding times of 
occupations to find an approximation for the 
time-dependent expectation value EXP z (t) . 
Again, it is assumed that all n trunks are con
tinuously occupied by 1-calls . Then, the mean 
number of waiting 1-calls and its variance is 
given by eqs. -(9,10, 2 4,26) . For A(~1 )=A <n, 
it can be seen, that the mean number of ~ait-
ing 1-calls and the mean waiting time de creas e 
linearly whereas the variances increase. 

Duri n g the period, when the queue de creases , 
all arriving 1-calls must wait. The period of 
cutting down the peak of waiting 1-ca lls ends , 
when the influence of the high initi a l value 

• 

Q1(O) has di sappeared and when EX? z(t) has de
creased to the , 'stationary value EXP-~, which is 
gi ven by eq. (12) with E= 1 and k=1. The time- • 
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dependent waiting traffic reaches this value, 
which is valid during blocking ~eriods, at the 
time T1 • Therefore, using eqs. (9) and (12) 

-- ~ EXP ~(Ti). = Q1(T1 ) = 2 1(0) -(n-A1 )·T1 n-A1 
The duration T~ of this tim~ . interval is found 
to .be 

(32 ) 
n - Ai 

Inserting eq. (32) into eq. (24), the mean 
waiting time t w1 (T1 ) at the time T1 turns out 
to be 

This is the well-known expression for the mean 
waiting time, refer,red to delayed 1-calls. 

3.2 The mean number of waiting calls of other 
priorities and their mean times 

At the time t=O many c.alls of different priori
ty classes are waiting. The initial values 
2 1 (0), 22.(0), ••• Qm(O) may have been reached 
at the end of a preceding saturation period; or 
~ey may be fixed prescribed numbers. 
From the time t=O, the total traffic offered is 
sutficiently small that the tr~ffic process can 

' reach stationarity. The long queue, whatever 
its origin might have been, begins to decrease, 
when mean values are considered. The passage to 

. '. st:ationari ty is investiga~ed for all priori ties 
. k- ·wi th traffic offered A( -k)<n frO'm t=O. . 
During the period, when the waiting t .raffic de
creases from the large initial value Q(~k;O) to 
t~e . vicinity of the stationarY value Q(~k)/E, 
it is assumed, that all n trunks are continu
ously occupied by. calls qf priorities 1~2, ••• k, 
cf. the assumption (3). The mean number of 
waiting calls of priorities 1,2, ••• k decreases 
linearly with time t and is given by eq.(9); 
eq.(10) holds for the corresponding variance. 
a) During a first section of time the queue of 
waiting 1-cal1s is reduced. This period of cut
ting down the peak of waiting 1 -calls was dis'
cussed in the preceding section 3.1. All ar
riving calls of priorities 2,3, ••• m must wait. 
Therefore, the mean number of these waiting k
calls increases~ 

Qk( t) = Q(~k; t) - Q( ~k-1 ; t) = ~(O) + A,,· t 

for k=2,3, ••• m (34) 

b) During a second section of time the mean 
riumber of walting 1-calls remalns constant. 
During the gaps between 1-occupations 2-calls 
are served. From eq. (9) the mean number of 
waiting 1-calls and 2-calls at the time t is 

Q(~2;t) . = Q(~2;T1) - [n - A(~2)]· (t-T1 ) 

for T1~t~T2 

As the mean number of waiting 1-calls is con
stant 

Ai 

n-A1 

the mean number of waiting 2-calls turns out to 
be 

2 2(t) = 2z.(T1 ) - (n-A1-A2)·(t-T1 ) (35) 
<: < for T1=t=T2 
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The mean number of waiting 2-calls increased 
from the time 0 to Ti , as given by eq. (34) and 
it decreases from the time T1to T1 , as given by 
eq. (35). The interval of cutting down the peak 
of wai,ting 2-calls ends at the time T2 , when 
the final value of waiting traffic during · 
blocking intervals is reached, cf. eq. (17). 
The length of th.e second section of time ' is 

n,A" 
Qi 0 )+A2· T1 -[n-A('1))(n-A,) 

n-A(~2) 

(36) 
Then, Q(~2)/E corresponding to eq. (12) is 
reached, too. Therefore, T" may be obtained al-; 
ternatively by the following formula: . 

I"'\(~ • ) _ A($2) 
_ .l' -2,0 n- A({2) 

T2 -
n-A(~2) 

(37) 

This expression is analogous to eq. (32). Fol
lowing the same considerations as in section 
2.9, but for 1=2, we find: 

n Q2(0 )+AtT1 . ------::- + 
(n-A i l n-A i 

for 

c) Now a third section of time. follows. During 
this interval on the average only the queue of 
waiting 3-calls will be diminished. Looking at 
the trunk group, an observer will see only 1-, 
2- and 3-occupat~ons, on the average. Following 
the same reasoning as above, the equations (35l 
(37) and (38) may be generalized • 

.Qk(t) = .Qk(0)+A"Tk_1- [n-A(~k)l· (t-T,,_1) (39) 

for Tk_1~t~Tk 
and k=1,2, ••• m 

for k=.1 ,2, ••• m (40) 

3.3 An example 
The fig. 5 shows that the mean num~er Q(~k;t) 
of waiting calls Of priorities 1,2, ••• k de
creases linearly with the time t. The example 
given is described by the following parameters: 
At the time t=O, 2 calls of priority 1, 3 cal;Ls' 
of priority 2 and 5 calls of priority 3 are 
waiting in front of n=20 occupied trunks. From 
t=O, the values of traffic offered are A1 =1.5, 
A2=6.0, and A~=7.5 Erl. 
The formula (40) gives the following.< results: 
T1 =O.104, T2 =0.352 and Ta=1.4. The approxima
tion for T3<t will be deduced in the following 
section (cf. fig. 9 which shows the continu
ation of the curve . Q(~3; t) cif fig. 5). The testl 
results show, that t'he real curves smooth the 
sharp angles between straight lines calculated 
with this approximation method. 
When regarding the waiting calls of each prior
ity seperately, we find that the mean number 
Qk(t) increases till the time T~~, then it de
creases. This is shown in .fig. b, for the same 
example as above • 



EXP !(t)= S2 (~k;t) n = 20 
0' t : A, = 1.S 

A2= 6.0 
Ai= 7.S 

m=3 
k =1 : z(O)= 2 

10 

2: 3 
3: 5 

8 

6 

4 

2 

0 
T, T2 O.S 

Fig. 5 The mean number of waiting calls of 
priority k and of higher priorities 

Qk(t) = EXP !(t) 
8~------~-------4--------+------- n=20 

O't: A, = tS 
A2= 6.0 
A3= 7.5 

I----I£..--L---I--~~~--+ ________ +_-----m = 3 
6 k = 1: zeO)= 2 

2 3 
3 5 

41-------L---I----~~--+~------~~--- Test 

· 0 T, 

Fig. 6 

2 

The mean number of waiting k-calls 
seperately 

2S 

Finally, we are going to examine the mean wait
ing times of the same example. Eq. (41) yields 
the straight lines plotted in fig. 7. The test 
results lie on smooth curves. The mean waiting 
times of 2-calls and 3-calls, which arrived at 
the time t=O~ are smaller than the calculated 
values. The reason is: the assumption that all 
trunks are only occupied by 1-calls and 2-calls 
till the time T , is too unfavourable. In real
ity a non-vanisfiing probability exists, that a 
trunk might be occupied by a 3-call even before 
TZ ' and that a trunk might be idle. 

3.4 The ebbing period 

At the time Tm, all expectation values of wait
ing calls will reach the stationary values, 
which are valid during blocking periods. The 
approximation for the second ebbing period is 
based an three assumptions for its beginning. 
They express the conditions of continuity. The 
expected total number of calls, the velocity of 
its decrease, and the probability for delay 
cannot jump. Two further assumptions for the 
whole ebbing period are: The expected total 
number of calls decreases exponentially with a 
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n= 20 
O~t : A, = 1.S 

A2= 6.0 
~= 7.S 

m= 3 
k = 1 : z(O) = 2 

2 3 
3 5 

o Tftt 

Q41-----4-~---~~~~~---

..J -, 

o T, 

Fig. 7 The mean waiting times of k-calls -----_........:.--. 
time-constant D. Furthermore, .the probability 
for delay is supposed to dec,rease exponentially 
with the same time-constant D. The expected 
number of busy trunks approaches to the value 
A(~m), which is less than n. If the number of 
calls were always less than n, no difference 
could be observed between n finite and n-oo. 
For n_oo the exponential decrease is valid. 
Therefore we use exponential decrease as an ap
proximation. 

EXP !(t) 

n. QC,",) 
E 

Fig . 8 

o 

~ 
'-, 

'------

The decrease of the expectation value 
EXP x(t) of the total number of calls 
which are present in the delay system 
at the time t 

From the first and second assumption the time
constant is obtained by means of the fig .• 8: 

Q(~m) «) (Y< ) n+ -E- -A =m -.;It\=m 
D = ----~--------

n-A(~m) 

1-E2," [A(~m)] 
1 + A(~m) 

[n-A(~m)]Z 
(42 ) 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

The .et:ulple given in figures ;5 to 7 leads to 
D=.1.504. The expectation values. np. x(t) and 
ElP ~(t) found both by simulation anu by this 
approximation are plotted in fig. 9. 

30~--~~----~--~==~----~----

20 !------~---7---~......,,:: ....... ::::-+-0:,·!(t) 
---

10~--~~-+--~--====~----~----+---

Fig. 9 The decreasing expectation values of 
the total number of· calls EXP x(t) 
and of the waiting calls EXP ~Tt) 

n = 20 
O~ t: AU3)=15 
z(0)=10 
Cl Test 

·Fig. 10 The probability of delay calculated 
by the approximation method, and 
found by a simulation test 

4. CONCLUSION 

The method deduced in this paper is but an ap
proximation. It gives, however, the final val
ues, which the waiting traffic will reach, and 
:j. ts variance. From "these figures the teletraffic 
engineer can estimate the number of waiting 
places which is necessary for the queue line of 
the delay system. The approximation method 
gives the mean waiting times during the periods 
both of saturation and of reducing a peak . Thus 
the grade of service of the delay system is 
known. This analysis may be useful, to vary the 
number of trunks or the priority classification 
in order to achieve a higher grade of service. 

In order to improve the calculation, the as
sumption that all n trunks are always busy 
should be substituted by a special assumption 
on the temporary course of the blocking ' pro
bability. Some of the results of this paper can 
be generalized to a certain extent: Constant 
holding times may be treated. In stead of 
strict queueing, "last come - first served" 
discipline within each priority may be re
garded • 
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